
DESIGN for all shops >>> 

COIN RECYCLING

accepted coins

maximum delivery 
speed
capacity in recycle

BANKNOTES RECYCLING

loader

operator display

connections

power

casing

dimensions (mm)

weight (kg) empty

maximum insertion 
speed

from € 0,01 to € 2,00

up to 12 coins / sec.

1500 mixed pieces in recycle

3L

insertion

accepted banknotes

maximum delivery 
speed

cashbox

SPECIFICATIONS:

one by one

from € 5.00 to € 500.00

up to 15 banknotes

up to 180 banknotes

up to 600 banknotes

up to 250 banknotes*

7", graphic, touchscreen

USB IF17 ethernet - USB - RS232

240 Vac 3A 230V - 2,2A -  - backup  power supply

painted steel / color: white and black

H 590 x W 370 x L 420H 537.5 x W 462 x L 348 

55 ca

6-10 banknotes/sec.

integrated fiscal printer

installation plate integrated

up to 70 banknotes

up to 500 banknotes

38

customizable front panel

possibility of integrating fiscal and 
non-fiscal printer

quick payment and change operations

*optional

bulk coin insertion “smart coin system”

cashbox for coin 
storage

Ditronetwork products respect the environment

completion of ongoing operation

SafeMoney is the range of cash-handling systems that automates cash payment management processes, avoiding 
errors in the calculation of the change.
Safemoney is the ideal solution to ensure an accurate, efficient and safe money management to the point of sale 
without errors and preserving it from risk of thefts and robberies.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

(min. 4 pieces)

solutions for the retail world

Your cash, always safe

protection against theft
- steel walls
- anti-burglary system
- floor anchoring system

eliminates errors
and cash shortages

check money - fast control of 
banknotes and coins

better hygiene and easier cleaning

designed to adapt to different 
environments
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Via Antiniana 115 - 80078 Pozzuoli (NA) - Italy
Tel +039 0812428557 - Fax +39 0812428552
commercial@ditron.eu | www.ditron.eu
P.IVA 07291140635

follow us:

Authorized Dealer
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PLUS

H 715 x W 370 x L 415

65

capacity in recycle

Srl



- status indicators
- payments management
- maintenance messages
- advertising

SafeMoney  automates cash handling at the 
payment positions minimising the risks of counting 
errors and shortages, benefiting store profits.
Staff productivity and customer service are also 
enhanced by reducing cashier fault.
Losses arising from internal theft, errors in 
calculating the change, introductions of fake coins 
and notes are avoided, as well as the chances of 

SafeMoney Compact is the new automatic Ditronetwork 
cahs-handling systems with embeddable fiscal printer and fast 
coin insertion “SMART COIN SYSTEM”. 
Thanks to its compact size and elegant design, it integrates 
perfectly into any type of location.

SafeMoney Advance is the cash-handling solution for the 
most demanding points of sale, for rapid payment and 
change operations, bills-changes and daily closings.

SMART COIN SYSTEM
bulk coin insertion

fast delivery of banknotes 
to up to 15 banknotes at 

the same time

front door with 
extractable shelf for 

maintenance

extractable armored
coin collection box

mechanical installation 
system on the floor

coin change 
compartment

steel casing

integrated UPS to guarantee  
completion of ongoing 

operations

integrated web 
server

7”, touchscreen, graphic,
front display“easy clean” design

high operational speed thanks to bulk coin insertion 
“SMART COIN SYSTEM” and the fast delivery of banknotes 
to up to 15 banknotes at the same time
integrated web service
automatic mailing service
programmable levels of cash fund based on the needs of 
the store
simple and secure interfacing
management of the integrated drawer with XPOS cash 
point software for pc
ideal for points of sale with medium to high flow of 
customers (multiple installations in one store allowed)

front door for 
maintenance 

with security lock

coin change 
compartment

SMART COIN SYSTEM
bulk coin insertion

“easy clean” design
integrated fiscal printer 

compartment

steel casing

mechanical installation 
system on the floor

insertion / return of banknotes with 
lighted front for maintenance

high operational speed thanks to bulk coin insertion “SMART 
COIN SYSTEM”
programmable levels of cash fund based on the needs of the 
store
simple and secure interfacing
management of the integrated drawer with XPOS cash point 
software for pc
improves the level of hygiene by limiting contact with money
ideal for points of sale with low to medium flow of customers 

Advance Plus version

Advance version

PLUS
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theft or robbery are reduced. 
SafeMoney  increases the image of a business where cash 
and food are handled, improving the hygiene level by 
avoiding operator handling money. 
SafeMoney  is easily integrated into any front-end 
application
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